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The Works of George Savi/e, first
Marquis of Halifax
I7VEW facts in biographical history are more curious than the
JD comparative neglect which has overshadowed the career and
literary productions of the brilliant writer and remarkable statesman
whose name stands at the head of this article. Banke, a by no
TTiftftTin friendly critic, pronounces hi™ < one of the finest pamphlet-
eers that have ever lived.11 Mackintosh,1 whose estimate of our
author's political action is often unfavourable, accords to him the
attribute of a ' brilliant genius;' ranks him, in point of literary
excellence, with the Frenchmen of the grand siecle; and considers
his ' Letter to a Dissenter' the finest specimen of occasional litera-
ture extant.3 Macaulay entertained for Halifax a progressive
admiration. His career, in the pages of the History,4 is sketched,
despite serious errors both of conception and detail, with an
imaginative insight rarely displayed by the great whig historian;
while even the earlier and far less adequate estimate in the ' Essay
on Sir "William Temple' recognises the superiority of TTalifaT,
from an intellectual point of view, to all other statesmen of his
age; and asserts for his pamphlets their true place among the
classics of English literature. Yet, despite eulogies so suggestive,
the brief, if admirable, notice prefixed by Mr. Cooper to the ' Savile
Correspondence' remains the only attempt at a memoir. His name
occurs in no history of English literature with which the present
writer is acquainted; no collected or critical edition of his works
has yet appeared; and in the form in which they exist they
are with difficulty obtainable.9
The present state of knowledge in this direction is best indicated
by a reference to those pages of the British Museum catalogue
which are devoted to our author. We there find him credited with
' Miscellanies,' first published in 1700,° and with a volume, printed
some fifty years later, which contains the ' Character of Charles I I '
1
 Eruj. GtseJUehte, edit Berlin, 1359-68, v. 148.
• Hiit of Eng. Btv. p. 8. ' Ibid. p. 174.
* Chapters ii. and xv.
> See the complaints ot Mr. Chrutie (article in the Saturday B*vuw of 33 Feb.
1873) and Mr. Denison (LeiUrt, 1872, p. 71). • Beprinted in 1704 and 1717.
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704 THE WORKS OF GEORGE SAVILE, Oct.
and the ' Political, Moral, and Miscellaneous-Thoughts and Eeflec-
tions.' In relation to the latter publication no difficulties arise. It
was given to the world in March 1750r from the original papers in
the possession of Lady Burlington, granddaughter of Lord "n>Kfa.T,»
and the contents have never been reprinted. The ' Miscellanies'
include9 seven tracts—' Advice to a Daughter;' ' The Character of
a Trimmer;' ' The Anatomy of an Equivalent;' ' A Letter to a
Dissenter;' ' Cautions for Choice of Parliament Men; ' ' A Bough
Draught of a New Model at Sea, 1694;' ' Maxims of State.' Moreover
this section of the catalogue enumerates various separate editions
(some anonymous and some otherwise) of the ' Advice,' ' Letter to a
Dissenter,' and 'Anatomy/ with one subsequent edition of the
'Cautions,' bat no independent publication of the 'Maxims,' 'Bough
Draught,' or ' Character of a Trimmer.' On the other hand at
least three editions of the ' Trimmer' are catalogued in the section
set apart for the works of Sir William Coventry, the uncle of Lord
Halifax. We find, again, that the catalogue attributes to the mar-
quis a number of additional works, of which some are anonymous,
while others bear his name on the title page.
We shall now proceed to consider, as far as possible in order of
chronology, the various publications thus ascribed to Lord TTa.lifa.T-
At the outset we are met by an interesting problem. The
1
 Miscellanies,' published in 1700—five years after the death of
Halifax, and possibly on the initiative of his son—accord the sixth
place to the ' Bough Draught of a New Model at Sea, 1694.' The
original edition, appeared, without the name of the author, in that
year. Bat when was it written ? For towards the close of the
pamphlet the writer modestly allows that parliament, should it Bee
fit to consider the question of naval reform, 'will not want the
auxiliary reasons' of ' any man uritlimU doors.' This epithet appears
curiously inapplicable to the politician who, in 1694, had been for
twenty-five years an active member of the upper house. Twenty-
six years earlier, however, when but a wealthy country gentleman,
head of one of the most ancient and distinguished among the great
Yorkshire houses, Sir George Savile (to give him the title he bore
at the time) had been emphatically, in the parliamentary sense, a
' man without doors.' A member of the 1660 convention, he had
not been returned to the parliament of 1661. His intimacy, more-
over, with the duke of Backinghamand Sir William Coventry had
recently cost him a peerage ; when, about July 1667, in anticipa-
tion of an approaching session, a certain Mr. ' Hervey' requested
the advice of Savile as to the coarse of action which the crisis
' QaU. Mag. ' Adrertisement prefixed to the Tolume.
* Besides the private letter to Mr. Cotton, an his translation of MonUigne (dedi-










1896 FIRST MARQUIS OF TT4T.TWAX 70S
demanded.10 It seems not improbable that this essay, in its
origin, was an answer to Herrey's appeal. The Chatham disaster
of the preceding month had brought into glaring relief the scan-
dals of the naval economy; while the question to which the tract
is mainly devoted—the social status and qualifications to be de-
manded of naval officers—was at the moment peculiarly burning.11
Savile, moreover, possessed, at that epoch, exceptional facilities
for forming an opinion on the subject, since his uncle and inti-
mate friend, William Coventry, held an important position in the
admiralty.
It is certain, moreover, that, previously to its formal publication,
the little pamphlet circulated in manuscript; for we find in the
Bodleian library1* a transcript evidently anterior to the printed
version, which it corrects in several particulars. Suggestive, how-
ever, as these circumstances may appear, it is impossible to avoid
the conclusion that the tract, as we have it, was at any rate re-
modelled subsequent to the ^Revolution. The allusions to recent
military operations, the statement that France ' doth not only
struggle with the rest of Christendom, but is in a fair way of giving
Law to it,' indicate with sufficient clearness the existence of that
European conflict to which, under William ILL. England stood
committed. We relinquish, therefore, with some regret, all hope of
extracting from this work any assurance as to the early opinions of
our author, and, deferring to a later period its more detailed
examination, we pass to the first in ostensible date among the works
attributed to Lord Halifax.
In November 1680 the house of lords, under the influence of the
eloquence and close reasoning of Halifax, rejected the exclusion
bilL The commons dubbed the successful orator a ' promoter of
popery and an enemy to the king, and kingdom.' Upon the dis-
solution of January 168?- he retired to his estates ; and during the
three months which elapsed before the meeting of the Oxford par-
liament remained in seclusion. It is to this interval that we must
assign the composition of a ' Seasonable Address to both Houses
of Parliament concerning the Succession, the Fears of Popery, and
Arbitrary Government,' which is ascribed to Lord Halifax in the
Somers collection of tracts,13 and is quoted as his by Dr. Lin-
gard;u It is not, however, included in the ' Miscellanies,' and on
the title-pages of the original editions, three of which appeared in
the year 1681, it is merely attributed to ' A True Protestant and a
Hearty Lover of his Country.' The editor of the ' Somers' Tracts,
» Letter among the Spencer Home MSS., box 31, bundle 11. Possibly this gentle-
man may be identified with a Mr. John HerTey of Ickworth, treasurer and recdTer-
general of Catherine of Brsgonza, mentioned in Dasent's Hittory of St. Jama,'
8q* p. 23.
'« Pepys, pattim. " Batrlinson MS., D. 380; f. 207.
11
 Scott's edit, viii. 222. " B-4t. Eng. (filth edit. 1849), x. 10.
VOL. XI.—HO. XLIV. Z Z
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706 THE WORKS OF GEORGE SAVZLE, Oct.
therefore, most have relied on some conjectural identification, snch
as are frequently appended, in the form of manuscript annotations,
to copies of the seventeenth-century pamphlets.
On the whole the internal evidence is decisively negative. The
writer finds himself impelled to remonstrance 'after two years'
silent compassion'—a phrase which, as applied to Lord Fn-Iifar,
who since the year 1679 had taken so eminent a part in this par-
ticular controversy, is absolutely meaningless. The political point
of view, moreover, is by no means identical with that of Halifax.
One of the first to realise the actual drift of the so-called ' cabal'
policy, he had ranked among the most strenuous " and convinced
promoters of the parliamentary test, by which that policy had been
frustrated. As a leader, from 1673 to 1679, of the 'country'
opposition he had been distinguished above his fellows by an
audacity of language which earned for him the reputation of
republicanism,18 and by the strong and sagacious views of the con-
tinental situation17 which he condensed into the epigrammatic
formula that the ' greatness of France' had ' rendered all old
politics useless.'1S It was as a representative of the' country' party
that he had entered the reformed privy council of 1679. Vehement
as was his opposition to the policy of ' exclusion,' the severity of the
alternative expedients proposed by him in the house of lords
clearly proved that his objections were founded upon the political
inexpediency of the measure, rather than upon radical aversion to
the principle involved,19 or upon any, even the slightest sympathy
for the person-of the duke of York.
•> Burnet, ii. 103 (Eng. Bist. ed. 1830); Henry Savile to Lord HalifaT, Savile
Comtpondenee, February 16JJ.
" Bumet, and a contemporary tract quoted by Balph, Hist. Eng. i. 687-3 note.
" It i i necessary to realise clearly that Lord TT»HfaT and Sir William Corentry
headed a section of the country party which, after the peace with the United Provinces,
signed early in 1674, sincerely pressed our entrance into the continental coalition
against France, and was entirely unconcerned" with the dangerous intrigues between
members of * |^> opposition and the court of Versailles, in which Ijord Shaftesbury,
Lord 'Rnfff*Tll mij Algernon Sydney are all implicated. Sir John Dalrymple, on the
authority of BanQon's despatches, indeed, TTtniTitainfi that "ffaiff*T was a party to the
negotiations between Montagu and the French amhmtsflnr which led to the disgrace
of Dauby (Memoirt, L 363). He does not, howerer, quote the language of the fp°"tfr
despatches to which he refers, and we are convinced that by a natural error he has
confused the very probable answrtinn that BariTlon employed Algernon Sydney to tcorh
•upon the mind of Salifax with the extremely incredible statement that TT»Uf«T- was
himself privy to the collusion. Our view is confirmed by the terms of a very bitter
speech against Montagu, evidently made after the Bevolution, of which we have dis-
covered notes in the handwriting of Lord TT^ Hfax among the papers at Devonshire
House. TTfUfftr Quotes, with scornful emphasis, the cmeul suspicion that Montagu
had concerted nmasuntii with the French court. It «***"« impossible that he should
have dared to fnrrnnlst^ *hf« 9^ *11 p*tjflnt could it have been urged with equal cogency
igainit hitwoif
" Letters from Mr. Methuen, T!wgii«ii envoy at Lisbon, to the marquis of
Sept. 1694, Spencer House MSS. box SI, bundle 16.
" See upon this point Macphcrson, Original Paptrt, L 71,
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1896 FIRST MARQUIS OF HALIFAX 707
The author of the ' Address,' on the other hand, constitutes himself
the champion of the court, even for that period during which Lord
TTn.lif;i.T had been in opposition. The references to the second Dutch
war, and to the Declaration of Indulgence, are quite incompatible
with the sentiments expressed by Lord TTaiifftT during the crisis
of 1672,n and are equally repugnant to parallel passages in the
' Character of a Trimmer,' written by him some three years later.
The style, again, lacks the essential refinement and delicacy of
touch peculiar to Lord Halifax ; the ability, though marked, is of
a more commonplace description. The direct and rather scurrilous
personal allusions, moreover, in which one portion of the tract
abounds are singularly alien to the practice of Lord TTalifar;
merciless as a debater, we cannot recall, either from his published
writings or from his private correspondence, a single instance in
which a contemporary politician is satirised by name. One other
point may be adduced, though it is rather curious than decisive.
The archaic termination of the third person ningnlar in the present
indicative, which towards the end of the seventeenth century had
become practically obsolete,11 was always retained by Lord Halifax,
no doubt from a deliberate sense of rhythm. The fact that it
scarcely appears in the ' Address ' is not, however, conclusive; for
in the parallel case of the ' Character of a Trimmer' a comparison
of the manuscript and printed versions reveals the fact that the
printers modernised the unfashionable termination, in accordance
with the taste of the day.21
The dissolution of the Oxford parliament marked the close of an
era. The extravagance of the exclusion party had exhausted public
sympathy, and the inevitable revulsion had set in. The duke of York,
the target of the defeated faction (upon which the rancour of party
now bestowed the epithet of whig), became the idol of the new
' tory' reaction. To this tendency Lord H^lifar, from first to last,
remained diametrically opposed. That the king should employ his
newly won ascendency to promote a satisfactory settlement with
the vanquished party on the basis of compromise; and assuming,
at the head of a united nation, his true place in the European
» See Christie's Life of ShafUsoury, i t 85, and a yery curious memorandmn in
the hand of Williamson, secretary to the Lord Arlington, Becord Office, Stats Pop€rs
Foreign, Holland, bundle 267, foL 816. See also Christie'! ShafUtbtoy, i i 380.
a
 It n i described as obsolete by Addison, Spectator, 135, 4 Aug. 1711.
n In the Somert Tracts, vol. fiiL, we find reprinted a series of whig pamphlffta in
the fonn of Tjttttrs and Morftit Accounts from a so-called person of quality, 4atftd
1683, of which the originals may be seen »TnAna ^h* pamphlets in *h* "Rwtiaii
Museum. In the last of these tracts Lord Halifax is satirised as a pamphleteer. The
illusion is to a ample of answer* (A Lttttr from a Fritnd, A Stand Bttum) which
the writer of the ' Modest Account' affects to consider that statesman's work; bat both
series, as Balph, who quotes them, justly obserres, are hack literature of the poorest
Trind^  • The sneer may, however, implj, in the second pig/r ,^ that ff*!?^*^ WAS usually
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system, should resist the growing insolence of France, if need be,
by an actual appeal to arms," was the policy which he steadfastly
advocated** daring the period from June 1681 to Marchv 168$,
when his influence at council was regarded as supreme." His efforts,
however, were systematically thwarted by the intrigues of Charles
I I ; * and when, in May 1682, the duke of York returned from an
honourable exile at Edinburgh even the nominal supremacy of
Halifax reached its term. The duke and his favourites monopolised
power; the king himself sank into comparative insignificance; and
the policy which had been impeded by the remonstrances of Hftlifai
was more consistently developed.
The existence of a secret understanding between the courts of
England and France was scarcely disguised. Severity against
political offenders became the order of the day. The zeal of the
high church party, from which the tory reaction drew its chief
strength, was stimulated by a renewed persecution of protestant
dissenters. In vain, when the so-called ' Eye House' revelations
had brought the leading whigs within the scope of statutes more
or less distorted, did Lord "Halifax urge a lenity which would have
enormously strengthened, in legitimate fashion, the hands of the
government. Unsuccessfully he pleaded that the enthusiastic burst
of loyalty excited by the discovery of the assassination plot should
be utilised for the summons of a parliament. On the other hand,
though no efforts were spared at Versailles to effect his dis-
grace, as an enemy whom it was impossible to cajole or corrupt,*7
to our representatives abroad he appeared the only minister in
whom a patriotic diplomatist could safely confide.28 At home the
moderate men, whom the reactionary tones derided as ' Trimmers,'
looked upon him as the one hope of the country, the one possible
ministerial representative of a really national policy.19
About the middle of 1684, again, the tide began to turn.30
Weary at length of his brother's preponderance and irritated by the
" See the remarkable paper printed by Mr. Christie in his Lift of Shaftabwry, ii.
p. cxriii. It should, however, be noted that the date mutt be ' Jan. 1680' (168?).
Mr. Christie misread it as ' Jane 1680,' a date, on internal evidence, impossible.
" See Baresby's Memoirs, 18 Oct., 6 Nov. 1681; dark's Lift of Jama U , L 717 ;
Dalrymple's Memoirs (ed. 1790), TOL i. p t L book i. p. 88.
•» Beresby's Memoirs, 7 July and 13 Sept. 1681.
" See ibid, daring the year 1681; the letters of Lord TTalifnT to the prince
of Orange (Oroen van Frinsterer, Arehtva da la Maiton d'Orangt-Nassau, second
series, voL v.; Dutch despatches of the year, Brit. Mas. Add. MSS. 17677, vols. FF
and SSS; The Character of a Trimmtr; and compare Dsirymple, L 870,871; ibid.
p t L bk. i. p. 86 ; Home, edition of 1848, vi. 225).
" Letters of Lord Preston to Lord TTaiifr-r, published in the appendix to the
Stvmih Rtport of th* Hist MSS. Covtm. See especially pp. 341-6.
"Ibid;
•a s M many passages in Baresby's Memoirs daring this period, and the- letters of
Lord Weymooth to Lord Hal if IT, Spencer MSS. box 81, bundle 13.
» EUL MSS. Com*. B*p. rii. 310.
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1896 FIRST MARQUIS OF HALIFAX 709
insolence of the French court,'1 it is practically certain that before
Christmas in that year Charles had determined upon relegating the
duke of York to Scotland,31 and that Lord Halifax had reason to
anticipate, for his own part, a commanding share of political influ-
ence. That the prince of Orange and the exiled duke of Monmouth
were concerned in these intrigues ** we cannot doubt; nor that the
young duke, renouncing all claims upon the succession, undertook,
as the price of his own recall, to place his influence among the
whig rank and file at the disposal of the prince and the mfnintAr.
In December 1684 Monmouth paid a secret visit to England,*4 the
rumour of which occasioned the greatest excitement on the con-
tinent. It was at this crisis, as we are in a position top
that the celebrated ' Character of a Trimmer' made its first appear-
ance in manuscript.
The bibliographical history of this remarkable pamphlet is very
curious. It was first printed in 1688, probably during, April;M and
on the title-page of this first edition we find inscribed, ' By the
honourable Sir Wplliam] C[oventry].' On Dec. 27,1688 was licensed
a second edition, which appeared in 1689, with Coventry's name
in full under the title, and which was reprinted the same year, in
a ' third' edition. But in 1697, two years after the death of Lord
TTftlifaT, there came out another so-called ' third' edition, ' cor-
rected and amended by a person of honour;' which person of
honour, as the ' advertisement' informs us, was no other than ' the
late M. of TTalifaT, who . . . gave grounds to expect, if Fate had
allowed >"*m a few months longer, to have seen it revised with a
second inspection, and published by his particular order.' Two
years later we meet with a third so-called * third' edition, wherein
the pamphlet is given as the work of the ' late Noble M. of EL;' and
when the 'Miscellanies' of the marquis were published in 1700
the 'Character* was included in that volume. In 1828 Mr.
G[ranville] P[enn] republished the tract, from a collation of the
first and second editions. He ascribed the work to Coventry,
mainly on the authority of Wood, who died, we may notice, in 1695,
before the authorship of Coventry had been publicly questioned.
Opinion, however, has generally referred the pamphlet to Halifax,
31
 See Dalrymple, voL L part i. book L p. 181, voL ii. part L book ii. pp. 7, 8.
•» H u t M8S. Comm. Btp. riL 878. Dalrymple, voL i. part i. book i. p. 131; Brit
Mut, A d i M3. 17677. GG, pp. 169, 172,186.
n
 For the ™»'«*'"Tm between MOT'HT""**' and tha prince of Orange at this period see
NiQociationA cTAoaux, voL IT. For the relations between Halifax and Mosmonth see
the duke's diary (in Welwood) of 5 Jan., 8 Fetx, and 16 Feb. 168}; also a speech of
Lord TTmiiffT before the ' murder' committee of 1689 on the evidence of John Hamp-
den, Devonshire House MSS. For the supposed relations between Lord Halifax and
the prince of Orange see Ntgodatums cCAxaux, IT. 106,188, 138-43, 176, 184-7,
273. Maxnre,i. 874.
" Pocket-book of the duke of Monmouth, Brit Mu*. Eg. MS. 1627.
a
 Lttten of the Second Earl of Chttterfltld, p..88L
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710 THE WORKS OF GEORGE SAVILE, Oct.
and this view was confirmed by Mr. Christie, who discovered a
letter at Longleat, in which Sir William denied the authorship.36
The «Dictionary of National Biography,' however,*7 treats the ques-
tion as still an open one; but the point may be considered as
finally settled. Among the manuscripts at Spencer House * is a
paper headed ' Savuiana,' which is, in fact, an unpublished preface,
designed for some collected edition of the marquis's tracts, and
written, we may presume, by his domestic chaplain. The mystery
is here solved: the tract, we are told, was ascribed to Sir William
(who died 1686, and whose library was dispersed in May 1687),"
' because the printer workt from a copy which was found among
Sir William's papers ; but the true Author was my Lord Marquis
of TTn.1ifg.T. And the publick may be satisfied of it by this, that his
Lordship has since owned it to his friends.'
The fundamental difficulty thus satisfactorily elucidated, another
immediately arises. When was the tract written? Though the
letter of Sir William Coventry,40 which acquaints us with the fact
of the original manuscript issue,41 is unfortunately dated ' Jan. 26 '
only, it is obvious, on internal grounds, that the pamphlet belongs
to the reign of Charles II. It contains, moreover, a reference to
the disregard of the ' Triennial Act,' which did not become absolute
till March 168$. This restricts the composition of the essay and
the letter of Sir William Coventry to the final year of Charles IPs
reign. Can we reduce yet further the period in question? We
believe so. On 8 Dec. 1684 appeared No. 177 of L'Estrange's
Ob$ervator, a rabid tory print. Among the head-lines we find ' The
Humour of a Trimmer,' and the accompaning satirical sketch is a
fair specimen of its author's flippant virulence.41 The subject is
resumed in the following number, 4 Dec., under the title ' Of the
Character and Humour of a Trimmer;' and since the ' Trimmer' of
Halifax opens with a sarcastic reference to the fugitive literature of
the day, while Sir William in his letter specially adverts to the
probability of a retort from L'Estrange, we see sufficient basis for
supposing that the pamphlet was evoked by this particular article.
But if such were the occasion of the tract, what is the object 1 It
is, in point of fact, as we are prepared to argue, the sketch of a
political programme primarily intended for the royal eye. That a
copy was sent anonymously to the king we may fairly conclude.
" Lift of Shafitsbury, voL i. p. 21, note 2. * Art. WHUam Coventry.
" Box 31, bundle 11. ** Auction catalogue.
* Addressed to his nephew, the first Lord Weymonth. It is among the papers
described in BisU MSS. Coma. Btp. iii. app. p. 300.
44
 Of this issue three copies may be seen in the British Museum (Lansdowne MSS.
776 and 1186, Add. MS. 80840, dated 1684) and one is at TVmgleat (catalogued in
Hist. MSS. Camm. Btp. iii. app. p. 189).
« It most be clearly noted that the article was not designed as an attack upon
TT*ii>AT himmif, who, as the chain pi nn of the anti-exclnsion policy, seems to hare
been treated by the Obmvator with uniform respect.
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1896 FIRST MARQUIS OF HALIFAX 7U
Coventry, with the reticence which government interference with
postal wymTnirmmdnrmiE made a feature of seventeenth-century correr
epondence, hints at the supereminence of the personages to whom
transcripts had been addressed;' Savfliana' describes it as conveying
' under a seeming trifle the best counsel that could be given to the
King, and to the well-meaning part of the Nation.' Such an inter-,
pretation, again, would explain the author's neglect to procure a>
more extended publication/* A. close study of the work, moreover,
reveals its real character, as a remonstrance ad hmxnem, or
rather ad regem, an earnest if covert appeal to Charles that
he should throw off, indeed, his brother's yoke, with the reactionary
policy which it involved. In motive, therefore, though not in *"",
it may be compared to BoEqgbroke's' Patriot King.'"
This aspect of the work detracts, to some extent, from its value
as a revelation of personal opinion. The arguments employed, the
sentiments expressed, are tinged with a courtly rhetoric appropriate
to a royal ear. The remarkable passage on the relative merits of
a monarchic and a republican constitution should, for instance, be
compared with the parallel argument in the ' Rough Draught of a
New Model at Seas' which we shall presently quote at length. The
rhetorical turn of the first, the cogent and forcible reasoning of the
second, are no less significant than the practical identity of the
conclusions in favour of a limited monarchy. But while the
author's theoretic preference for republican institutions is in one
case merely inferred, in the second it is developed with sarcastic
emphasis.
The pamphlet opens with a preface, in which the author takes
up the gauntlet for the insulted ' Trimmer,' and by a skilful play
upon words metamorphoses the opprobrious nickname into a badge-
of distinction.*4 The first section (' The Trimmer's Opinion about
Laws and Government in general, with some Reflections upon our
own' *•) includes a fine defence of law, as the one safeguard of
civilisation. This leads to an apparently irrelevant attack upon
judicial profligacy, which assumes its true significance when we
realise that Jefferies, the most unscrupulous member of the reac-
a
 The fact that LTBstrange was licenser of the press may perhaps be regarded aa
a yet more oogent argument for this COOTS*.
M
 It it, we think, certain that Bolingbroke was (perhaps unconscioasly) inspired
by i*OTwiTnnff<rq^ q^ of ihm *^rHnr tract * the i*ftft**n^%Tt"^n can hardly be accidental.
w
 The word ' trimmer,' as Skeat tells as, means to make fast or fix. To trim
the sails is to set them; and, since the sails need to be frequently set or adjusted in
order to steer a straight course in changeable wind, the ' t^ wiTn*"*' friwamft the
synonym for a political tune-serrer. To trim a boat, however, is to steady ox make
hex fiwri, by shifting *fr* ballast, and it is thia fffgnifif atifn which ^V'fa~»' ingeniously
adopts. By an odd coincidence the Sarile motto is ' Bee/att.'
«• The extracts are giren from a revised text, formed by a comparison of the
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tionary party, was at the moment chief justice of the king's
bench. The bitter reference to laws
mangled, disguised, made speak quite another language *b»»i their own;
thrown from the dignity of protecting munlriTifl to the disgraceful office
of destroying them; and, notwithstanding their innocence in themselves,
. . . made the worst instruments that the most refined malice and villany
«a.n Tnttka use of,
comes with peculiar appropriateness from the statesman who, a year
before, had pleaded the wrongs 6f Algernon Sydney, his connexion
and former friend. To the passage on rival political systems we
have already referred; and the ensuing portrait of the ideal
monarch, the dissertation on the necessity for constitutional
restraints,47 bear equal evidence of the purpose for which the tract
was originally designed. Thence Halifax proceeds, ' Our Trimmer
< thirtieth that a King and Kingdom are to be one creature not to
' be separated in their political capacity.' Upon this theme, together
with the unnatural and precarious character of a despotism founded
upon terror, he descants at large, with an incidental thrust at the
' Divine Bight' scribblers, who so insolently, and so absurdly
impugn the cardinal m -^riTp that the common good is the true end
of government.*8 Then, suddenly, we are startled by an almost
undisguised onslaught upon the usurped preponderance of the duke
of York.
Bat though it is a diminution to a prince, to parcel out so liberally his
power amongst his favorites, it's 'yet worse to divide it with any other
man, and to bring hfmaAif into competition with a single rival. . . . And
when it happeneth that the Beversion is in men's eyes, there's more care
necessary to keep up the dignity of possession; that men may not forget
who is King, either oat of their hopes, or fears who shall be.
Upon this significant passage there follows an almost passionate
encomium of liberty, the fair mistress of man's desire; and of ' our
blessed Constitution,' in which ' Dominion and Liberty' are so well
reconciled. The minister asserts his belief that the strifes, con-
tentions, agitations,' which are a necessary concomitant of free
institutions, are in reality, however inconvenient to the government,
a healthful and vigorous symptom. He compares such a national
economy, whatever its demerits, with the ' most glittering outside
of unbounded authority;' and in a passage of trenchant satire,
which discharges, we may be sure, many an ancient grudge against
the court of Versailles, he depicts the ideal tyrant. The value of
° Both of which are obviously imitated by Bolingbruke, in the equivalent passages
of the ' Patriot King.'
" It should be remembered that this tract w written five yean before the-
publication of Locke's Disctntrua upon Gwannunt, and fourteen yetrs before the
appearance of Algernon Sydney's Discourses. Halifax had probably known Locke,
and had been fot'T'iirt* with Sydney between 1677 and 1579.
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parliamentary institutions, from a courtly point of view, is next
urged, with a direct reference, of sufficiently bold nature, to the
neglect of the ' Triennial Act' provisions. This statute, we are
told, should have been observed, first, because it is the law; secondly,
because parliaments are an ''essential part of the constitution;'
thirdly, ' because nothing else can unite and heal u s ; ' fourthly,
' because it might have done the king good, and could not possibly
have done hf™ hurt, without his consent, which in that case i.B not
to be supposed.' And no doubt, he adds, ' there are such irre-
sistible arguments for calling a Parliament' that,
though it might be denied to the unmannerly mutinous petitions of men
that are malicious and disaffected, it will be granted to the soft and obse-
quious murmurs of his Majesty's best subjects; and there will be such
Bhetorick in their silent grief,' that it will at -last prevail against the
artifices of those who, either out of guilt or Interest, are afraid to throw
themselves upon their country, knowing how scurvily they have used it.
That day of Judgment will come, though we know neither the day nor the
hour; and our Trimmer would live so as to be prepared for it, [etc.]
The next section, which relates to the protestant dissenters,
though of exceptional interest, need not detain us. The Trimmer
expresses his devotion to religion in general, and to the Anglican
form of the Christian religion in particular. Yet he dexterously
insinuates his dislike of the severe laws in vogue, while emphatic-
ally insisting that, as laws, they are to be obeyed until repealed,
and denouncing in explicit terms any illegal interference by proclama-
tion with the penal statutes.*9 But he suggests that such laws may
be mitigated by a little kindly connivance, which, together with
a prudent reserve on the part of the offenders themselves, will allay
bitterness and lay' a foundation for healing and uniting Laws, when-
ever Parliament shall meet.' Nor should we omit to notice his
sardonic allusions to the pretensions, the laxity, the servility which
discredited too many among the Anglican clergy of the day, since-
they are in the author's most characteristic vein.
In the chapter concerning the papists we are struck with the
daring and somewhat unphilosophical vehemence with which
IFT^ IifaT, while insinuating his belief in the duke's conversion, and
in the sympathy with which the king himself may be supposed to
regard his mother's faith, stigmatises the Roman system. The
* * The Trimmer,' savs ^^^WTj * h**h too mnrh deference to the constitution of
oar government, to wish for more prerogative declarations in favour of scrupulous
men, or to dispense with penal laws in such manner, or to such an end, that suspect-
ing men might with some reason apprehend, that so hated a thing at perttcviion.
could never make way for ittelf with any hope* of ruccest, otherwise than by preparing
the delud&d world by a false protpeet of liberty and indulgence. The inward springs
and wheels whereby the engine moved are now,' he- adds, with premature elation,' so
folly laid open and exposed, that it is not supposable that such a baffled experiment
should ever- be tried again.'
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intrigues in favour of the Romanists, which had marked the
existing era, are traced with discreet dexterity; and the author
proceeds to ask what course is desirable with a party which it seems
impracticable to eradicate. He answers that the popish clergy are
enemies, with whom it is impossible to treat; and that though
humanity prescribes some mitigation of the sanguinary laws against
them, yet no further concession can be made. With regard to the
laity, he maintains that honour, rather than zeal, inspires the
majority in retaining the creed of their fathers ; and he pronounces
that if the so-called ' penal' laws should be allowed to fall into
a tacit abeyance and eventually repealed by parliament, while the
political disqualifications should be retained, the sect must insen-
sibly decline.50
In the ' Trimmer's Opinion in relation to Things Abroad,'
which constitutes the succeeding division, Lord Halifax gives himself
full rein. The doctrine of the balance of power and the ability of
England to regulate, by virtue of her geographical position, the
relative importance of France and Spain is briefly developed.
France is pointed out as the competitor to be, under the circum-
stances of the hour, depressed; while the foreign policy pursued
by England, from the time of Elizabeth undergoes a remorseless
analysis, and is branded in terms of uncompromising scorn. ' It
looks as if we had learnt only to weigh the pensions, and take the
heaviest. It would be tedious as well as unwelcome to recapitulate
all our wrong steps.' The account of post-Bestoration policy, and
the allusions to the treaty of Dover in especial, are extraordinarily
bold ; and the whole winds up with a trenchant indictment of French
ambition and a high-spirited protest against the servile folly which
made of England the parasite of France. Lord Halifax explains,
indeed,
that he would not have the Sing's friendship to the confederates extended
to the involving Viim in any unreasonable or dangerous engagements;
neither would he have him lay aside the consideration of bis better
establishment at home, out of his excessive zeal to serve bis Allies abroad.
. . -. [But] when 'E'.Tiglftnfl might ride Admiral at the head of the Con-
federates, to look like the Kitchen yacht to the ' Grand Louis,' is but a
scurvy figure for us to make in the Map of Christendom.
The 'Trimmer' professes that the situation appears to him almost
desperate. ' There is but one thing (God Almighty's Providence
excepted) to support a man from sinking under these afflicting
thoughts; and that is the hopes we draw singly from the King
himself.'
Then follows a panegyric, which the curious may compare with
" A Tery canons unrnwimt on this Motion of the pamphlet is afforded by a passage
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the ' Character of Charles II,' written by TTalifaT for his own satis-
faction after the monarch's decease. In both, no doubt, the same
features are suggested; but in the «Trimmer's ' representation the
colour is laid on with a flattering pencil. We are told of his
clemency, his gentleness, his personal fascination, his liberality;
of the ' natural virtues' which outshine all the ' varnish of studied
acquisitions;' and his ' Faults' are described as the ' Shades to a
good picture,' or the ' Alloy to gold,' which makes i t ' the more
useful;' to see them ' through so many reconciling Virtues' is a
' Sacriligious piece of ill-nature of which no generous mind can be
guilty.' But the author scarcely attempts to disguise the real
source of this courtly solicitude.
In short, whatever he can do, it is no more possible for us to be angry
with him than with a bank that secureth us from the raging Sea, the
kind shade that hi<i«»*h us frnm the scorching Son, the welcome ha.n<^  that
re&cheth us a reprieve, or with the guardian angel that rescues oar souls
from the devouring jaws of wretched eternity.
In other words, Charles is the object of an anxious attachment, be-
cause Viia life is the last barrier against the despotism of h™ brother.
The ' Conclusion' of the pamphlet contains the ' Trimmer's'
profession of devoted allegiance to the political creed he has enun-
ciated, and a satirical sketch of the loud-voiced advocates of tyranny,
the trepanners, the narrow partisans, the political gadflies, whom he
considers the curse of the existing administration. He warns them,
in language which James would have done well to lay to heart, that
there is a soul in that great body of the people, which may for a time be
drowsy and inactive; but when the Leviathan is roused, it moveth like an
angry creature, and will neither be convinced nor resisted. . . . Duty,
Justice, Religion, nay, even Human prudence, bids the people suffer any
thing rather than resist, bat . . . men's passions are to be considered
as well as their duty.
To sum up,-the 'Trimmer' considers himself in the right, and
avows himself above all things a worshipper of the goddess Truth,
whose attributes he describes in noble and felicitous phrase.
The tract, despite its limited circulation, excited great attention.
Its authorship seems to have been much debated, and an answer
was immediately forthcoming from a tory pen.91 But the nine
days' wonder abruptly terminated within a few weeks of its ap-
pearance ; the sudden death of Charles II shattered every political
hope which Halifax had ventured to entertain either for hinrnpilf or
for his country.
The ' Character' of that prince, published half a century later
« The Charaettr of a Tory. There is a manuscript copy in tho British Museum,
Had. MS. 168. It U reprinted in the works of its author, Sheffield, Lord Molgnve,
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from the private papers of the marquis, does not pretend to be
exhaustive. It contains no revelations, which at the time of its com-
position would have been, perhaps, premature. But mere sketch as
it is, the casual record of such features as had most impressed the
observer, it becomes of singular value from the cool impartiality of
its tone. Contemporary political portraits seem usually the offspring
of admiration or dislike; this is the child of a keen and dispassionate
intellectual curiosity. ' What, after all, was this man whose counsels
I shared ? What motives inspired him ? What circumstances
formed h im? ' Such seem the originating queries of this slight
but subtle analysis. The opening chapter, on the vexed question of
his religious views, is almost startling in its judicial and, so to
speak, historic handling of a burning contemporary topic. While
the shrewd hint that he used his ministers, but did not love them,
sufficiently reveals the relations which had existed between Charles
and the lord privy seaL
The accession of James II naturally reduced Lord Halifax to a
position of ministerial impotence. His prescient eye foreboded
from the first the religious revolution which was speedily threatened ;
and he stigmatised with his usual sagacity the fatal lavishness
which rendered James in one session master of the financial situa-
tion.41 Dismissed from office, October 1685, on his categorical
refusal to concur in a repeal of the Test and Habeas Corpus Acts,
he remained, during the three years that ensued, a spectator of the
new monarch's policy; and when the prince of Orange opened
communications with the English opposition the marquis was
specially consulted. His view was optimistic. Since the innovations
of James had no legal validity, and since there was no reason to
fear that the legislature could be induced to sanction his encroach-
ments, his success must be necessarily evanescent; and the marquis
urged William, in the strongest terms, to retain an attitude of
quiescence.51 James meanwhile, despairing of parliamentary sanc-
tion, suspended at a blow the Test Act and the entire penal eccle-
siastical legislation of the realm. By this means he hoped to win
the suffrages of the protestant nonconformists, thus summarily
relieved, in common with the papists, from the onns of a severe
prosecution.
As a counter-move Lord Halifax published anonymously and
without licence his ' Letter to a Dissenter upon Occasion of His
Majesty's Late Gracious Declaration of Indulgence,'M of which the
** This tact, which transpires in the Bumet manuscript at the British ftfuseam,
(Harl. MS. 6584, L 117 b), is suppressed in the published history.
u
 The letters are printed in Daliymple, voL iv. (appendix to part L book v.),
from the originals found in ' King William's cabinet.' This collection is preserved
intact in the record office.
M
 A rery carious question arises as to the identity of the Litter to a Diuenter,
which should be laid to the credit of the marquis. That he \rrote such a letter is
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authorship seems to have been an open secret. The signature,"*
' T. W.,' is somewhat puzzling, as in no other case did Halifax
assume a pseudonym, but the most natural interpretation seems
to "be that he originally signed 'The Writer.' The 'Letter,'
which has been described by Mackintosh as 'the most perfect
model, perhaps, of a political tract,' will be found in the Somers
collection, and was recently reprinted by Professor Henry Morley.
In its sage and statesmanlike pages the political situation is dis-
sected with extraordinary sagacity, and the precarious character
of an alliance with Borne is forcibly painted. The nonconformists
are exhorted to pause ere they sacrifice to a momentary and per-
sonal relief the liberties of their country. They are reminded that
under the rule of the ' next heir,' Princess Mary, their legitimate
aspirations bid fair to be abundantly satisfied in legal fashion. They
are assured that the church of. England, convinced at last of her
error, has abandoned the attitude of persecution, and that the
protestants, if they will only coalesce, if they will only remain ' still,
quiet and undivided, firm at the same time to ' their' religion,' their
' loyalty,' their ' laws,' must win at length, if only by sheer force of
numbers. The effect of this able pamphlet, which ran through at
least three editions in the course of a few months, was extraordinary.
It was regarded as a formal manifesto on the part of the church
party, and as such influenced, in no small degree, the action of the
more thoughtful nonconformists, including Baxter.
A year later and James attempted to force upon the clergy a
formal promulgation of the illegal indulgence. Lord Halifax, in
the belief that resistance could not be concerted, refused to advise;
yet Macaulay, on the authority of the Life of Dr. Prideaux,36 which
appeared in 1748, attributes to TTn.Hfa.T a ' Letter from a Clergyman
in the City to his Friend in the Country, containing his Beasons
for not reading the Declaration,' which is dated 22 May 1688.
universally admitted (see Baxter, Beliquiat, under the year 1687; a letter from
Lord Weymouth to the second marquis, dated 9 Nor. 1697, in the Spencer MS&,
box 31, bundle 24; ' Ssviliana,' ibid, bundle 11); but in the Miaallanua of 1700 the
place of honour is given to a ' Letter to a Dissenter from his Friend at the Hagno,'
while the letter concerning the Declaration is placed, as in a postscript, at the end of
the volume. In the second and third editions of the Ititctllaxut the Hague letter
is omitted, and the ' Declaration ' letter takes its place. There is no doubt that this-
arrangement, endorsed by all subsequent writers, is correct; or that the letter from
the Hague, which was actually printed there in the year 1688, was written by some
one of the English refugees. Unlike the Declaration letter this tract advises the
retention of the penal laws, which TT»iif«T (despite the careless assertions of Lord
Weymouth fcT|^ ' Saviliana') did not advocate.
« Which led some to identify the author with Sir W. Temple, whose initial*
reversed it represents (see Animadversions an a Lot* Paper, Ac, by ' H *[enry]
'C •[•»].
M
 It is probable that the biographer intended to designate our author, though the
expression' earl of Ht l i fn ' would more properly, denote Charles Montagu, whose
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Echard, however, tells us that he had heard the ' Letter' described
as the work of Dr. Sherlock; and this view, which Banke," by
describing it as an ' ecclesiastical tract,' appears to endorse, is in-
finitely the more probable. The pamphlet is not included among
the ' Miscellanies' of Lord Halifax. In style it recalls Sherlock
rather than the marquis, while the lengthened termination of the
third person singular, which is conspicuous by its absence, is as
rare in Sherlock's writings as it is characteristic of Lord Halifax.
As master of the Temple Sherlock might well describe himself as a
clergyman in the city; and he had certainly been present at the
famous Lambeth meeting of four days earlier, at which a resistance
to the royal mandate had been determined. The penal laws, again,
of which, as we have already observed, the retention is never re-
commended in the indisputable work of Lord Halifax are defended
by the • Clergyman.'
Lord Halifax visited the protesting bishops in the Tower, and
placed his legal erudition at their service. It would seem, indeed,
that he drew up for them a second petition, of which a transcript
remains among the papers at Devonshire House, and which they
apparently refrained from presenting. Their forbearance in that
case was certainly discreet, since it is impossible to conceive a more
politely exasperating document.
In the intrigues which preceded the Bevolution Lord Halifax
bore no part. His abstention has been usually ascribed to a rather
dishonourable caution.5* It has been assumed that he sympathised
with projects for which he refused to compromise his safety. The
reverse is certainly true. Halifax was never, even in sentiment, an
advocate for the Bevolution; every line of his correspondence with
the prince of Orange, every paragraph of the ' Letter to a Dissenter,'
show that he looked for the salvation of the country by purely legal
means. That such an attitude was the only one morally justifiable,
so long as the princess Mary remained heir presumptive, every im-
partial person will admit. But it is equally certain that no alteration
was effected in the policy of the marquis by the advent of a pre-
sumably popish heir,39 whose legitimacy he never questioned.60
Such an event, by shattering the prospects of the prince of Orange,
no doubt excited in the statesman the pangs of an acute disappoint-
ment. From a national point of view, however, the blow was not
fiTml, The age and health of the king rendered probable, within a
few years, the demise of the crown; and the lapse of revenue which
this necessarily involved must have restored to parliament the
preponderating influence. To this view, no doubt, grave objections
" Engliteh* GtscUchta (Berlin, 1859-68), v. 474.
•» See Dilrjmple and Mtctnlay.
" Letter to the prince of Orange, 25 July 1688, in Dalrymple, TOL ii. part
book y. app. 11C. " ilmnre, HUtoire dc la Revolution dt 1688, iii 154.
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can be urged; bat it is impossible to censure the repugnance with
which Lord Halifax regarded the awful and precarious alternative
of an appeal to arms.
To the last he advocated a passive and constitutional resistance;
for it was probably within two months of the actual invasion
that he published anonymously his masterly ' Anatomy'a of the
so-called ' equivalent' securities proposed by the Bomish party, in
lieu of the tests. Less brilliant and rhetorical than the ' Character
of a Trimmer,' less popular in its arguments than the ' Letter to a
Dissenter,' it is, perhaps, on the whole the ablest and most closely
reasoned of the "Halifax pamphlets. Occasional in its origin, it • is
particularly remarkable for its abstract and, if we may BO say,
scientific treatment of the questions at issue. Our author takes his
stand neither upon constitutional precedent nor upon logical theory,
but upon the broad truths of human nature and actual experience ;
and clothes his nervous argument with the ornaments of a quiet
and finished satire, which is exquisitely grateful to the weary
student of polemical literature.
On the conduct pursued by Lord TTftKfaT during the Revolution
crisis we do not here propose to dilate. We must, however, express
our concurrence in the opinion of Macaulay, from which Banke"
appears to dissent, that TTnlifaT was sincere in his attempts to
mediate between King James and the prince of Orange; and that the
criminal flight of James, while negotiations were in progress, affords
a complete moral justification of his conversion to the interests of
William. TTin strenuous advocacy of the prince's elevation to
the throne, attributed by contemporaries to a profligate desire for
preferment, rested, we believe, on an acute realisation of the
immediate political position. William, he knew, was resolved to
decline the regency,63 and public tranquillity, preserved almost by
miracle during the period of suspense, could not be indefinitely
maintained without a settlement in which the prince should concur.
Again, the authority of a king it facto was calculated to secure,
under existing statutes, the immunity, in case of a counter-revolu-
tion, of those acting under his commission.*4
« Mentioned u the ' newest good paper I know' early in October 1688 (LttUn of
Baehtl,Lady Busull, ed. 1800, p. 177). It is included i s Mreral politicaly  )
and in the MisctHanids of TTft.HfaTl but the only ttpxnxtt reptiblication "*"" to be
a carious rersion applied to the terms of- the proposed Act of Union between Eng-
land and Scotland (Edinburgh? 1706).
*> His statement that TT»Hf»r had first inspired the prince of Orange with the
hostile sentiments he now erinced is quite antOTrinhingiy incorrect, as proceeding
from an historian so pre-eminent (.But, ed. Berlin, 1859-68, T. 587).
•• M<rrnfi7HTiHnTTi jn the hand of Lord ^il ifa^ dated 80 Dec. 1688, a tnnrrtTi before
the meeting of the convention (fragment of *h» journal or memoir, Spencer Souse
MSS. box 31, bundle 11).
M
 In the vary throes of the political earthquake (it was licensed 17 Jan. 1688-9)
appeared a small volume entitled Historical Observation upon t&s Rtign* of Edward
I, II, IH, and Richard 27, which is ascribed to Lord TT.Hfax by the
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The history of the winning year, during which TTalifaT, with the
title of lord privy seal, enjoyed a peculiar place in the confidence of
William TTT, must not here detain us. We aVtn.ll only observe
that considerable light is thrown upon the relations between the
new monarch and his minister by the valuable autograph memo-
randaM preserved among the Spencer MSS., which it is to be hoped
will be eventually printed entire. Their nature may be inferred
from the significant admission, specifically made by the prince on
more than one occasion, that he too was ' a Trimmer.' In fact,
their views on domestic and foreign politics, widely different as were
the principles from which they proceeded, coincided upon many of
the more important points at issue. On the other hand, we are
prepared categorically to deny the statement of Macaulay that
Lord VT^ IifftT was responsible for the Irish disasters, an assertion for
which we are unable to find any satisfactory justification.
The position of Halifax meanwhile was politically very pre-
carious. The tones regarded his abandonment of the regency
position as an act of calculated perfidy, while to the extreme whigs,
who had never forgiven the exclusion defeat, his presence in the
ministry was a rank and standing offence. The attacks upon Vn'm
were early, virulent, and persistent, culminating in a deliberate
attempt to affix upon Vmn, as a preliminary to his impeachment,
the stigma of the Eye House prosecutions. Notes of his speeches
during the ' murder committee' debate were discovered by the
present writer among the papers at Devonshire House ; and they
prove that his defence was as vigorous as it was successful , a
Conscious, however, that the malice of his enemies would permit
him but a brief respite, he determined to retire with the honours of
war, on the by no means inconsiderable pretext that his retention
in the government was made a plea for delaying supply. Motives
of personal jealousy no doubt concurred, since the violence of the
ultra-whigs had compelled William to court the tones and their
leader, Lord Caermarthen,67 between whom and Lord TfalifaT there
reigned an inexhaustible jealousy. ' The contemporary notes of the
marquis, however, refute the insinuation of Macaulay that William
had grown weary of his minister, and show that the marquis
retired in spite of urgent and somewhat impatient remonstrance
on the part of the sovereign.
logue, by Lord Oxford in his Noblt Author*, and by the catalogues ot the British
Museum and Bodleian libraries. The mistake is a somewhat pflrfilem one, as when
reprinted, 1690, under a slightly different title {Tfie History of ths Rtigru Ac) it bore
upon the title-page the name of Sir Robert Howard, by whom the dedication to
William HI is also signed.
° See preceding note, and the Second Report of t\» Historical Manuscripts Com-
mission.
" Of special interest are his animadTenions upon Mr. Hampden's evidence, ot
•which Mae&nlay's graphic account is familiar to as all. " The Lord Danby ot 1G73-9.
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The circumstances of his withdrawal, notwithstanding, were
calculated to mortify, in the highest degree, the pride of the retir-
ing statesman; nor, when we remember that the administration
continued to include many of his most vindictive enemies, can we
wonder that he should drift rapidly into opposition, and become one
of the most acrimonious critics of the government he had quitted.
To a querulous censor the revolution economy afforded, we must
admit, considerable material; and the sarcasms of the ex-minister
soon extended to the conduct of William himself. The ' W»timn of
State,' written within three years of the Eevolution, are, in fact, a
series'of sardonically inferential criticisms upon his system and his
policy.
That a Prince who falieth out with Laws brcaketh with bis best friends;
that there is more dignity in open violence, than in the unskilful conning
of a Prince, who goeth about to impose upon the People; that it is less
dangerous for a Prince to mind too much what the People say, than too
little,
are axioms of which the application cannot escape students of the
political controversies that marked the year 1692.**
Equally drastic and equally satirical is the tone adopted by the
marquis in various parliamentary speeches of this period, notes for
which, in his own hand, rank with the more interesting papers at
Devonshire House. This is an additional argument against the
authenticity of a work usually ascribed to Lord Halifax, which opens
with an implied encomium upon William JH. The 'Essay upon
Taxes' appeared anonymously in 1698; but Ralph, the historian,13
mentions a copy which was in the collection of Montagu, earl of
Halifax, and which bore upon the title-page a manuscript note, in the
nandwriting of that nobleman, assigning it to our author. The
« The ' Ma-rim^ ' ware first printed in 1693, anonymously, and in the form of a
broadsheet, under the extraordinary designation ' w«yim« found amongst the papers of
the Great Almanxor' (Catalogue of the Guildhall Library, 1889, p. IS). Under the
same heading they were reprinted, anonymously, in the ' State Tracts' of 1705-7
(voL ii. p. 867). From one or other of these editions we may derive on anonymous
reprint of 1780, entitled ' Select Ma-rim, directing how to ««*«Mi«i» the Government of
any Court and TfinjHnm upon a firm and unalterable basis;' also the ten ' Maxims
for Sovereign Princes,' quoted in the ' Craftsman ' of 7 Feb. 1747 (see GtnL Mag. rviii.
87). So much for the anonymous issues. But the British Museum contains two
manuscript copies, of 'which one (Add. MS. 82095, f. 406) is dated 1692, the other
(Add. M a 6708,136) 1694. In both cases the thirty-three maxims of HalifaT which
are specifically attributed to the marquis are followed by fourteen maTi'ms the work of
Charles Montagu, written from the whig standpoint, and by a series of purely moral
TnayiTrm, ascribed to Lord Somers. Lord Oxford says that the maTi'mii of the marquis
were reprinted in the so-called Works of Vflliers, duke of Buckingham, published
in 1715. Inspection proves that these " " ' " " , though referred to the marquis,
consist, in fact, of Montagu's fourteen " " i m « with an addition, obviously the work
of a tory and a sceptic We are inclined to suppose that these last are attributable
to Solingbroke. Meanwhile, the thirty-three original and authentic T^ itt-rima had been
rightly included in the several editions of the H^lif^T ' MiVollinW
• VoL ii. p. 467.
VOL. XL—HO; XLTV. 3 A
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evidence is strong, since Montagu, the first financier of his day, was
personally acquainted with the marquis, and has been accepted as
conclusive by the editors of the ' Somera' Tracts and ' Cobbett's
Parliamentary History,' and by Macaulay. We believe, however,
that Montagu was mistaken. The pamphlet was not included
in the ' Miscellanies' of Lord Halifax, and bears no traces of
his style. The Harleian catalogue ascribes it, on tho authority
of another manuscript note, to Sir Eichard Temple, a recognised
financial authority, whose views, as we learn from incidental and
independent evidence,70 coincide with those developed in the tract
under discussion.
But while fully persuaded of the very unfriendly attitude from
which the marquis regarded the existing state of affairs we entirely
dissent from the theory, to which Burnet lends his authority,
that he became a Jacobite. It is certain, indeed, that about a
year after his retirement he reciprocated with apparent cordiality
the advances of a Jacobite agent, in consequence of whose report
the party regarded him as a convert.71 The sanguine and imagina-
tive interpretations in which the emissaries of the exiled house in-
dulged are, however, a matter of notoriety; and while the marquis,
in view of a possible counter-revolution, had doubtless no objection
to the favourable opinion of St. Germains, we find it impossible to
believe that his civilities implied anything more serious. TTia
' Cautions for Choice of Parliament Men,' a posthumous work,
express, with a complete repudiation of all party ties and a studied
return to the character of the independent ' country' member, entire
acquiescence in the Revolution settlement. ' Pretenders to exorbitant
merit in the late Revolution' are indeed satirised, but with the
admission that they had been ' instrumental and active, where the
service of their Country required it.' Indeed, despite his assumption
of the part proper to an opposition free-lance and the bitter rela-
tions which prevailed between our author and the ultra-whig
faction, his ' Rough Draught of a New Model at Sea' certainly
approaches the whig point of view more nearly than any other. We
have adverted to the possible origin of this very striking essay, and
shall now only recapitulate our belief that it was recast in some-
what perfunctory fashion during the year 1694, for an occasional
purpose;n and that several manuscript copies having crept into
circulation, it was printed anonymously by some enterprising
n
 Balph, i. 007; Bonnet, in Banke, Eng. edition, 1875, vi. 19*. 212.
" Macpherson, Original Paper*. L 280. There is no foundation for Mr. Elliot's
assumption in the Lift of Godoiphin that the agent was a scoundrel (p. 129).
n
 An act for the better discipline of the fleet passed in 1694, while the Dutch
despatches of ^ N o v - 1691 and & Feb. 109} refer to debate* and consultations
orer the choice of better officers for the fleet; and the petition of old discarded sea
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publisher, without the sanction of the author,7* with whose ' Mis-
cellanies,' however, it was subsequently incorporated. In formal
perfection it cannot, as a pamphlet, compare with his more
important tracts; but none of these embodies in so direct a fashion
the fundamental principles of his political faith.
The essay opens with a fine passage, which is not, perhaps, even
now out of date, but which must be read in the light of the fact
that the opposition regarded with extreme jealousy the vast land
army maintained by the policy of William m at the seat of war
upon the continent.
I will make no other introduction to the following discourse, than that
as the importance of our being strong at sea was ever very great, so now
in our present circumstances, it is grown to be much greater; because, as
formerly our. Force of Shipping contributed greatly to our Trade and
safety; so now it is become indispensably necessary to our very being.
It may be said now to England, Martha, Martha, thou art busy about
many things, but one thing is necessary. To the question, ' What shall
we do to be saved in this world ?' there is no answer but th™ : Look to
your Moat.
The first Article of an Englishman's political creed must be, that he
believeth in the Sea ; without that, there needeth no General Council to
pronounce him incapable of Salvation here.
We are in an Island, confined to it by God Almighty, not as a penalty,
but as a grace. . . . Our situation hath made greatness abroad by Land
Conquests unnatural things to us. It is trne, we have made excursions,
and glorious ones too . . . but they did not last. . . . It is no paradox
to say, that England hath its root in the sea, and a deep one too, from
whence it sendeth its branches into both the Indies. We may say further
in our present case, That if Allegiance is due to Protection, ours to the sea
is due from that rule . . . and if we have of late suffered usurpation of
other methods . . . it is time now to restore the Sea to its right.
The author now proceeds to indicate the choice, discipline, and
encouragement of naval officers as the branch of naval reform to
which he would specially direct attention. This topic leads him
immediately to the ' present controversy' between the gentlemen
commanders, whose ignorance was a matter of notoriety, and the
' tarpaulins,'u or professional seamen, risen from the ranks; a class
which, having practically come into existence during the Common-
wealth,75 had been systematically discouraged under the Restoration
economy. The marquis confesses ' that it seemeth to He fairest for
the Tarpaulins.' But, he continues,
there is hardly a single position to be made, which is not deceitful, and
the tying our reason too close to it may in many cases be destructive.
Circumstances must come in, and are to be made a part of the matter of
n
 The discrepancies between the Bodleian MS. and the first edition, though not
numerous, are such as could scarcely have escaped an author's supervision.
••> Our expression ' Jack Tar' seems to be derived from this.
" See Mr. Oppenheim's article in the ENGLISH HISTORICAL BIVTEW, January 1096.
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which we are to judge; positice decisions are always dangerous, more
especially in politics.
The navy, he says, cannot be considered merely as a thing apart,
bat mast be regarded as a detail of the national economy. It will
not, therefore, he trosts, be censured as ' an extravagant fit of un-
seasonable politics,' if, ' to begin with,' he ' says something of the
Government of England.'
The forms of government [he proceeds] to which England mast be
subjected are either absolute monarchy, a commonwealth, or a mixed
monarchy, as it is now. . . . As to absolute monarchy, I will not allow
myself to be transported into such invectives as are generally made against
it, neither am I ready to enter into the aggravating style of calling every-
thing slavery, that restraineth men in any part of their freedom; one
may discern in this, as in most other things, the good and the bad of it.
We see by too near an instance what France doth by it; it doth not only
struggle with the rest of Christendom, but is in a fair way of giving Law
to it.
This is owing in a great measure to a despotic and undivided power;
the uncontrollable authority of the directive councils [or' counsels *] maketh
everything move without disorder or opposition, which must give an
advantage. . . .
I see aud admire this; yet I consider at the same time, that all things
of this kind aro comparative ; that, as on one side, without government
men cannot enjoy what bclongeth to thorn in particular, nor con a nation
secure or preserve itself in general; so, on the other side, the end of
government being that mankind should live in some competent state of
freedom, it is very unnatural to have the end destroyed by the means
that were originally made use of to attain it. . . . And if it should be so,
that it is not possible for a state to be great and glorious unless the sub-
jects are wretchedly miserable, I am not ashamed to own my low-spirited
frailty in preferring such a model of government as may agree with the
reasonable enjoyment of a Free people before such a one, by which empire
is to be extended at such an unnatural price. Besides, whatever men's
opinions may be one way or another in the general question, there is an
argument in our cose that shutteth the door to any answer to it, viz.; We
cannot subsist under a despotic power, our very being would be destroyed
by it; for we are to consider we are a very little spot in the map of the
world, and made a great figure only by trade, which is the creature of
liberty. . . . If we would be measured by our acres, we are poor incon-
siderable people; we are exalted above our natural bounds by our good
laws and our excellent constitution. By this we are not only happy at
home, but considerable abroad. Our situation, our humour, our trade,
do all concur to strengthen this argument; so that all other reasons must
give place to such a one as maketh it out that there is no mean between
being a free nation and no nation, . . .
It must be considered in the next place whether England is likely to
be turned into a Commonwealth. It is hard at any time to determine
what will be the shape of the next revolution; . . . but I may give my
humble opinion that, according to all appearances, it is very improbable.
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I will first lay it down for a principle that it is not a sonnd way of
arguing, to say, That if it can be made oat, that the form of a Common-
wealth will best suit with the interest of the nation, it must for that
reason of necessity prevail. . . . A nation is a great while before they
can see, and generally they mast feel first before their sight is quite
cleared. This maketh it so long before they can see their interest, that
for the most part it is too late for them to pursue it. . . . This being
premised, it is to be enquired, whether instead of inclination or a leaning
toward a commonwealth, there is not in England a general dislike to
it ? . . .
Though it seemeth to me that this argument alone maketh all others
unnecessary, yet I must take notice that besides what hath been said
upon this subject there are certain preliminaries to the first building of a
commonwealth, some materials absolutely necessary for the carrying on
such a Fabrick, which are at present wanting among us, I mean virtue,
morality, diligence, religion, or at least Hypocrisy. Now this age is so
plain dealing, as not to dissemble so far as to an outward pretence of
qualities which seem at present so tin fashionable and under so much dis-
countenance.
From whence we may draw a plain and natural inference That a
commonwealth is not fit for us, because we are not fit for a common-
wealth.
This being granted, the supposition of this form of government in
England . . . mast be excluded, and absolute government having been
so too . . . it will without farther examination fall to a mixed govern-
ment as we now are. I will not say that there is never to be any altera-
tion ; the constitution of the several parts that concur to make up the
frame of the present government may be altered in many things . . .
according as circumstances shall arise to induce a change . . . bat still,
if it remains in the whole so far a mixed monarchy, that there shall be
a restraint upon the Prince as to the exercise of a despotic power, it is
enough to make it a ground-work for the present question.
This extract illustrates in a remarkable degree the distinctive
peculiarities of our author's genius. As a political thinker we
venture to pronounce him one of the earliest exponents of the
modern scientific method applied in this particular domain. The
intellectual aspect of politics had obviously a peculiar fascination
for him,78 and unremitting as was his interest in the political
struggles of the moment, occasional and fragmentary as are his
contributions to political thought, they show that restless intellectual
curiosity, that keenness of observation, that impartiality of judg-
ment, and that passionate desire to press through the study of
immediate phenomena to the laws underlying them which are the
characteristics of the scientific spirit.77 What writer of the day
" ' The government of the world is a great thing; but it is a very coarse one too,
compared with the fineness of speculative knowledge ' (Moral ThougJUs and Btflec-
tiont, p. 120).
™ It is the onion of scientific detachment with practical sagacity in the works of
Lord Halifax which gives them the distinctively Baconian flavour noted by Mr.
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could have treated the question at issue, one of the most violent
among seventeenth-century controversies, with so cool an indif-
ference for the opposing tyrannies of prescription and of logical
theory ? Who among his contemporaries—how few among his suc-
cessors—have grasped his central principle, that forms of government
are properly a natural product, the expression of national character,
national circumstances; and that their excellence consists less in
their approximation to an ideal standard than in their suitability to
the actual state of development attained by the people in question ?
Such a conception is as foreign to the speculation of Locke or
Sydney " as to the preachers of monarchy by right divine, or to the
stereotyped constitutionalism of a Hyde or a Finch.
The remainder of the essay, though of considerable interest, is
of a narrower scope. The writer develops his opinion that a navy
officered entirely by mere seamen would give to that branch of the
service too strong a leaning towards ' democratic' government,
while the restriction of command to the upper ranks of society
would strengthen the hands of an arbitrary executive. He concludes
that the two elements must be judiciously mingled, with the very
significant rider that even gentlemen must only receive their commit'
tions after a rigorous apprenticesJtip. Under such circumstances, he
adds—and we observe with half amusement how the instinct of race,
so natural in the head of a proud north-country line, modifies the
radical tendencies of a keenly critical intellect—' the having a
Scutcheon . . . will set rn'rn upon the advantage ground . . . and
give him an influence and authority infinitely superior to that which the
mere seaman can ever pretend to.'
The ' Cautions offered to the Consideration of those who are to
choose Members to serve in the ensuing Parliament' was certainly
written during the last three months of its author's life, when the
passage of the Triennial Act, in December 1694 (to which he
refers in terms of high eulogy), had brought a general election
within measurable distance. It appeared posthumously79 and
without name, probably during the general election of October 1695.
It is included in the ' Miscellanies.' Ralph the historian, charmed
Christie (article in the Saturday Review). Lord FulifaT, whose illustrations are almost
exclusively drawn from the pages of Scripture, or from the stores of English jurispru-
dence, cites ' Lord Bacon' once in a speech (DeTOD shire House Manuscript*). The
reference is cither to the essay Of Great PlaC4 or to the Advancement of Ltaming,
book n. xxiiL 6 (Aldis Wright's edition, p. 322).
™ Two fine passages from the Discounts of Sydney (Works, 1772, pp. 144, 406) may
be cited against the assertion in the text. Bat the argument in both instances is
merely ad captandum, and urged solely against the advocates of monarchy by divine
right. The entire drift of the Discounts (which were obviously written, as the work
of Filmer, which they answer, was published, in direct allusion to the controversy of
1580) is to prove the logical absurdity and practical immorality of an hereditary
monarchy.
™ It is dated 1695. Lord Halifax died April 5,1695, eleven days, that is, after the
beginning of the year 1695, old style.
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by its ' independent' attitude, quotes it freely, and it was reprinted
for an occasional purpose in 1796. Characteristically witty, its
vivid satirical sketches of such types among prospective candidates
as the author desires to discountenance afford amusing and often
suggestive glimpses of later seventeenth-century society. We may
instance a spirited picture of the ' superfine gentlemen,' the ' carpet
knights,' whose heads ' are only appurtenances to their perukes,'
and the equally delightful passage in which the marquis, with ironic
gravity, pleads that' great drinktfrs are less fit to serve in Parliament
than is apprehended.' Incidentally we are enlightened as to the
contempt which Lord TTalifaT professed for party ties, and on the
isolated position which he maintained among the ranks of the
opposition. He assimilated himself neither with the sullen tories
nor with the discontented whigs, the right and left wings of a body
to which, as a whole, he rendered guerilla service.
There most in every body [he says] be a leaning to that sort of men who
profess some principles, more than to others who go upon a different
foundation, but when a man is drowned in a party, plunged in it beyond his
depth, he . . . can hardly bo called a free agent, and for that reason is very
unfit to be trusted with the people's liberty, after he hath given up bis own.
There now remain to be chronicled two only among the un-
doubted works of Lord Halifax. The 'Political, Moral, and
Miscellaneous Thoughts and Reflexions,' published in 1750, wer9
probably written, or at least arranged, towards the close of his
career, as mention is made in the collection of the Bank of England,
which was not incorporated till 1694. Sagacious and brilliant,
shrewd, incisive, forcible, flavoured with a cynicism which is never
after all very bitter, the ' Moral and Miscellaneous Maxims' embody
the comments of a keen and not unkindly observer, whose experience
had been scarcely calculated to induce a very exalted opinion of
average human nature. The' Political' aphorisms, however, demand
and secure our closer attention. The curious and more or less
connected notes on 'Fundamentals,' with which they open, lose,
unfortunately, from the fact that many paragraphs appear to have
been misplaced.*0 But the conclusions, iiiat tliere is no certain
fundamental but in nature; that even nature as usually understood
(the imperative dictates of natural affection and natural equity)
must yield, in moments of crisis, to the paramount claims of the
galas 2>opuli; that no law or constitution of human origin can ever
be regarded as fundamental, because the state is itself anterior to
positive law, and because all human institutions are at the mercy of
the supreme authority in a state, which, whether entrusted to the
hands of the few or the many, temporarily possesses, through the
logic of facts, an inherently arbitrary power—theae conclusions are
•» A circumstance easily explained by the peculiar method employed by Walifai in
taking notes, as exemplified by the memoranda at Devonshire Hnnw.
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of great value as showing a real attempt at investigating the
true principles of political science. An almost pathetic interest, on
the other hand, attaches to the section ' Of Parties,' with its admis-
sion tha t ' if there are two parties a man ought to adhere to that
which he disliketh least, though in the whole he doth not approve
i t ; ' its allusions to the ' man under a misfortune of singularity,'
the political ' straggler,' who ' cannot put off his opinions as he doth
his clothes, and against whom both parties combine;' its half
plaintive ejaculation, 'Happythose who are convinced, so as to be
of the general opinion.'8l
A few final observations must yet be devoted to the so-called
' Lady's New Year's Gift,' or ' Advice to a Daughter,' obviously
written by Lord TT^ lifay for Elizabeth, the only child of his second
marriage, and mother, by her subsequent alliance with the third
earl of Chesterfield, of the celebrated fourth earl. Printed early in
the year 1688, anonymously, and owing, it would appear, to the
treachery of a scrivener in whose hands the rough copy had been
placed,81 a second edition was almost immediately demanded ; and
the extraordinary popularity of the work, which was early attributed
to its true author** and is incorporated in his ' Miscellanies,' is
attested by at least twenty-three editions in English, French, and
Italian. "We fancy, indeed, that for a hundred years Lord Halifar
shared the more lasting fame of his grandson, Lord Chesterfield, and
was less remembered through his political achievements than by the
instructions he had formulated for a favourite child.81 Addison
mentions it among the contents of Leonora's library, and we suspect
that, till the close of the eighteenth century, it was the most popular
manual for the benefit of young girls.
It is certainly the most entertaining, since its pages are as
" In the year 1605 app eared a volume entitled Institutions, Euayt, and Maxims,
Political, Moral, and Divint, divided into Four Centuries. The work wureprinted in
the year 1698, with the name of TTalifit on the title-page. It is obvioui, however, that
this alteration U a mere bookseller's device to increase the sale of the book. These
maxima do not bear the slightest resemblance either in form, style, or content* to
the acknowledged epigrams of Lord TT»Hf»T; and cptm internal evidence we should
assign their composition to the earlier half of the scrtnteenth century.
*> Advertisement to the second edition. "We have not been able to discover any
copy of t h e / n i edition, which seems to have been singularly corrupt.
*• Letter from James Cresset to Lord Eland, 23 Jane 1694 (Spencer MSS. box 31,
handle 41).
" A rather remarkable preface, signed ' Former,' which appears in the French
edition published at Berlin, 1752, and dedicated to the Margravine of Brandenborg-
SchTedt, complains of the difficulty of obtaining information as to the distinguished
author, and reflects on the scant attention accorded to him in biographical dictionaries.
The same complaint occurs in the introduction to a French edition of 1757 (London),
which is specially curious. The anonymoos editor gives an analysis of the writer's
career, not, as may be expected from a Frenchman of the eighteenth century, altogether
correct. But he expresses his belief that Burnet has in many cases misrepresented
the marquis, specially defends him from the charge of atheism, and evinces the
highest admiration for the principles of the Advice.
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remarkable for their wit and vivacity as for their strong good sense.
TTia admonitions, though addressed to the sex in whose education
external graces have ever played so prominent and so natural a
part, show hardly a trace of the foppery—intellectual, social, and
moral—to which the virile understanding'of Lord Chesterfield so
often stooped. Nor can they be reproached with the laxity which
has been made a charge against the celebrated 'Letters.' Lord
TTn-Iifn.T had lived upon terms of intimacy with the most respected
women of his time—with Catharine of Braganza, with Rachel,
Lady Bussell, with ' Sacharissa,' Lady Sunderland—and his stan-
dard of womanly decorum was high to the verge of prudery. A
captious critic might even suggest that the marquis (like other
moralists), while arrogating to his own sex a monopoly of intellectual
superiority, generously abandons, in favour of the weaker vessel,
the entire field of the moral virtues.
The chapter upon marriage, on the other hand, is somewhat
repulsive to modern sentiment; the alternative of a union founded
upon mutual attachment is altogether ignored, and it is regarded
as almost inevitable that a woman should begin her married life
with at least' a little aversion.' Nor are the consolations proposed
to the wives of unfaithful or intemperate husbands very compatible
with a sense of delicacy or warmth of feeling on the part of the lady.
The section devoted to religion demands a passing mention, be-
cause upon this, no doubt, Macaulay founded his dictum which pro-
nounces Lord TTalifftT (though accused, like Montaigne, of atheism)
more religiously disposed than the majority of his contemporaries.
Such evidence is not conclusive, since men themselves irreligious
have seen in the sanctions of religion a convenient safeguard for
the virtue of their womankind. But a passage in the ' Savi-
liana' manuscript to which we have frequently referred cer-
tainly confirms the opinion that TTftlifaT, though never orthodox
according to the canons of any school, concealed under a veil of
caustic satire a sincere, elevated, and somewhat rationalistic
religious belief. Bitterly intolerant of hypocritical professions, or
bigoted zeal, he loved, we are told, to dwell on the ' extreme mild
character which God Almighty gives of himself' in the Scriptures
of the Old and New Testament: he saw the proofs of Christ's
divinity ' in the same infinite kindness toward mankind;' and
would quote, ' transported with admiration,' his rebuke to the
fanaticism of the Sons of Thunder.
"We have reserved to the last a ' Character of Bishop Burnet,'
usually printed with the life and history of that divine, and attri-
buted to the marquis on the authority of Thomas Burnet, the
bishop's son and biographer, since we find it difficult to pro-
nounce a very confident verdict on the question of its authenticity. •
The early relations of TTniifa^  and Burnet had been extremely
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cordial,89 bat the political pretensions of the divine appear to have
excited in the marquis no 6mall degree of merriment; and when
after the Revolution *> the energetic pamphleteer set up for a states-
man he furnished excellent material for the witticism of Halifax.87
This circumstance, combined with the partisan zeal of the worthy
prelate, has obviously affected to a considerable extent bis estimate
of Lord TTftlifHT; and so complete was their estrangement that
Lord Dartmouth, a contemporary, stoutly denies M the possibility
of ascribing this panegyric with any show of likelihood to the pen
of the marquis. Thomas Burnet, indeed, distinctly states that
while the ' Character' was printed from a copy the original holograph
had been in his possession; but it is possible that he was not
intimately w acquainted with the hand of the deceased statesman,
and merely distinguished between an autograph and a clerical tran-
script. On the other hand, it may be fairly urged that the author
of the eulogy paints Dr. Burnet not in his political character, but
in those ecclesiastical and literary aspects wherein he certainly pre-
sented much that was calculated to retain the admiration of
Halifax; nor is the sketch devoid of a certain good-natured and
indirect criticism. Upon the question of style, the extreme short-
ness of the composition considered, we are unable to pronounce with
any degree of confidence. The fact that while it is couched through-
out in the present tense, the modern form of the third person sin-
gular is regularly employed, seems, indeed, very suggestive; but
for this, of course, the printer or transcriber may be responsible.
We shall only hazard the suggestion that in this case also confusion
may possibly have arisen between the marquis and Montagu, earl
of Halifax, a friend, personal and political, of the bishop and, as
is well known, a man of fine literary taste. The error would be
natural, on tho supposition that Burnet endorsed the original with
the words ' My Lord Halifax' only.90.
H. C. FOXCBOFT.
" A most interesting series of letters from Camel to the marquis daring the year
1680 will, it is hoped, be eventually printed from the manuscripts at Spencer House.
** To which th« Chancier, which refers to his episcopal Mai, is obviously subse-
quent. " Dartmouth's notes on Burnet.
•> Notes to Bumet's EUtory, edition 1883, vi. 337.
** He mast have seen it, since a letter from the marquis is printed in his life of his
father.
°* The anonymous satirical poem 27M Ptntionert, printed in State Poems, iii. 330>
is given in TT>rl»i*n MS. 7315, foL 387 (British Museum), as the ' Clubmen of the
House of Commons, 1604,' and is there ascribed by a different hand to George, marquis
of Waiif^ T The pensioners of the house of (wnmonii were a favourite themo of
opposition ridicule, and were castigated by Lord Halifax in the Caution* with his
usual force. The verses, however, do not rise above the average-of political doggerel
in the seventeenth century; and, as there is no reason to suppose that Halifax ever
indulged in sallies of this nature, we may, we fancy, safely reject the suggestion.
Possibly his son and successor shared the rhyming proclivities which had certainly
distinguished an elder brother.
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